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Dean Alford
reflects on his
time at Trinity

Trinity students
help out around
Hartford in this
year's Do It Day

JEAN GERMANO '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

MAGGIE ELIAS '17

This
academic year,
Frederick Alford is retiring
from his position as Dean
of Students, a position intimately associated with
cam pus life. The Dean and
Associate Deans of Students
advise students on academ ic matters, oversee student
discipline, and perform
certain counseling duties
among other things. Dean
Alford is to be succeeded by
Robert Lukaskiewicz who is
presently working as Associate Dean of Students.
Before becoming Dean
of Students at Trinity
Dean Alford had twenty

NEWS EDITOR
On Sept. 6, over 700 students, administrators, faculty, staff and alumni came
together for Trinity College's
16th annual Do It Day. This
event, which takes place
on the first Saturday after
classes begin, has become
one of the largest community
service events in the history
of the College. Volunteers
head out to many different
places throughout the city
of Hartford and participate
in a variety of community
service projects. Ultimately,
Do It Day has strengthened
see DO IT DAY on page 6

COURTESY OF Trinity College Office of Communications
Members of the women's crew team helped to improve a nature trail at a nearby magnet school.

see ALFORD on page 6

Rush Week introduces Watkinson Library opens new "Artists'
students to Greek life Books and Prints" exhibition this month
SONJAY SINGH '15
SENIOR EDITOR

As the third week of
classes begin, sophomore
and junior students are
gearing up for Rush Week
and their opportunity to
join a Greek Life Orga ·
nization (GLO).
Hosted
by Trinity College's Inter-Greek Council in con·
junction with the Dean
of Students' Office, Rush
Week is an opportunity
for interested students to
visit the Greek Organizations on campus and to
decide if they'd like to join
the 18 percent of the student body that is involved
in Greek Life.
As a result of a newly
centralized rush process,
interested students will
be required to visit every
GLO on campus during
the first two days of Rush
Week. Boasting an impressive range of diversity,
the entire Greek system
will be on display over
these two days, consisting
of currently-male organizations Pi Kappa Alpha,
Alpha Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon, Alpha Chi Rho and
Kappa Sigma; currently-female
organizations

Kappa Kappa Gamma
and The Ivy Society; and
co·ed organizations Zeta
Omega Eta, Cleo of Alpha
Chi and St. Anthony Hall.
Spanning from Brownell
to Vernon Street, these organizations are as diverse
ideologically as they are
in membership, styling
themselves as feminist sororities, literary societies,
and secret orders.
Allen George '15, Pres- .
ident of Alpha Delta Phi
described his organiza tion's plans for Rush Week,
saying, "We will be hanging out with non-alcoholic
drinks and finger foods on
our patio with music, get·
ting to know everyone. We
will be telling them about
all of our past philanthropic efforts and community
service work as well as academic events we put on
in the spring and what we
plan to do this fall. We also
will be providing tours of
our house so they can get a
feel for where they will potentially be spending lots
of their time if they decide
to rush our fraternity."
As every rushing student is required to visit
see GREEK on page 5

POOJA. SAVANSUKHA '15

A&EEDITOR
This past Thursday,
Trinity College's Watkinson Library hosted an Open
House event, inviting the
Trinity community to take
a look at its ongoing exhibition titled "Artists' Books
& Prints: An Exhibition".
Viewers had the opportunity to not only take a look at
the impressive works on display but also to speak to the
curator of the show, Sally
Dickinson and other friend-

ly staff members of the rare
collections and special archives library.
The exhibition features
books and prints that were
mostly acquired by the Watkinson Library in 2005. The
featured artists include Barbara Milman, Nancy Weaver, Robert Kirschbaum,
Clifford
Burke,
Kristin
Gudbrandsdottir,
Angela
Lorenz, Amanda Barrow,
and many more. The artists
represent a range of diverse
time periods, backgrounds,
and styles. Dickinson iden-

tified their engagement
with a similar medium as
the common thread that
justifies their work to be
viewed in relation to one another. She has further organized the works by placing
them in various cases ac·
cording to themes: Anti War,
the Environmental, Global
Perspectives, Social Issues,
Race & Sexual Identity,
Fine Press Traditions, Conceptual Art, and Student
Collaborations. Each of the
see WATKINSON on page 9

COURTESY OF Sally Dickinson
The Watkinson exhibition features artists of different backgrounds, time periods, and styles.
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Tripod Editorial

Americans must stop the habit
of texting behind the wheel
Since the widespread appearance of text messaging
packages, we've seen politicians, parents, and billboards
rail about the evils of texting
while driving. For a long time,
I thought that all the fuss was
an overreaction-just an older generation looking for another way to prove that kids
these days are making all the
wrong choices.
But recently I've begun to
actually look at the realities
of today's roadways. The next
time you are in a car, preferably when you're a passenger and not the driver, look
around at other vehicles and
observe what the drivers are
doing. You will find that a surprising number of them are
not looking ahead at the road
as one would logically do. Instead, their heads are bowed
for extended periods of time
and they cursorily glance up
at the road from time to time.
In a study conducted by
the consumer reports national research center, two-thirds
of individuals said that they
'had observed other drivers
texting in the past month. In
the same study, 30% of drivers
under the age of 30 admitted
to texting while driving in the
past month. So one can see
from the statistics and from
everyday observation that
this behavior is widespread.
For many years I was ig·
norant of just how dangerous it is to be looking at one's

phone at the wheel. If a driver
is talking on his phone, he is
1.3 times more likely to have
an accident. That statistic is
surprisingly low_ Talking on
the phone does increase the
risk of an accident, but not by
much. Texting, in huge contrast, makes a driver 23 times
more likely to crash. In 2011,
23 percent of auto collisions in
the U.S. involved cell phones,
which equals 1.3 million
crashes nationwide. Many
drivers are unaware of just
how distracted they are when
they look to their phones.
When a driver looks at his
phone to text, his attention
is taken away for an average
minimum of five seconds. If
that driver is traveling at 55
mph and he looks at his phone
for five seconds, he has driven
the length of a football field
without looking at the road.
In response to the danger
and prevalence of this behav·
ior, the majority of states have
passed legislation that prohibits texting while driving,
but several states are holding
out. Oklahoma is one such
state and its representative,
Josh Cockcroft, said, "I'll be
the first to say it's dangerous
and foolish to text while driv·
ing. But where do you stop?
Can I not eat a cheeseburger
in my car?" This is an idiotic
statement. Clearly the U.S.
government has decided that
there are some things that a
driver should be prohibited

from doing, namely driving
while intoxicated. Drunk driv·
ing is illegal because it poses
a significant danger to oth ·
ers. According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Ad·
ministration, a texting driv·
er is six times more likely to
have a colision than a drunk
driver. We uniformly condemn
and outlaw drunk driving, but
we still have not achieved uni·
form prohibition on the more
dangerous action of texting
while driving.
Getting all states to adopt
laws against this behavior is
the first step to solving the is·
sue; however, even if laws are
passed, enforcement of those
laws remains extremely dif·
ficult. Texting while driving
isn't as cut and dry as speed·
ing. Officers have a difficult
time confirming that a driver
was indeed texting.
It will take some time for
laws and enforcement to ade·
quately address the issue. So
in the meantime, I think that
the change must come from
the drivers themselves.
The American public needs
to recognize the extreme dan ·
gers of looking at one's phone
while driving and resist the
urge to do so. Most of us would
find it morally reprehensible
to drive drunk. It's time that
we begin to consider texting
while driving an equally reprehensible act.
·FGR

New rush format will prove beneficial to Trinity and its students
With rush week already
upon us, I want to talk about
the positive aspects of greek
life because, more often than
not, fraternities and sororities
are portrayed in a negative
light.
I am not trying to craft a
pro·greek rant and tell you all
the reasons why you should
join greek life. Instead, I wish
merely to discuss what I, personally, have gained by join·
ing a fraternity, as well as the
benefits greek life can provide
for Trinity.
Following my freshman
year, had I gotten better
grades I certainly would
have transferred. I liked the
friends I had made and I real·
ly enjoyed my classes as well
as my professors, but the glaring hole for me was the lack of
an enjoyable weekend.
I, like many other freshman males, would stand out·
side the "gate" or "door" of the

fraternity waiting and desperately hoping I could come up
with something clever to say
that might convince them to
let me in. But, more often than
not, I would wind up walking
home alone only to close down
my night much earlier than
the rest of the campus.
In high school, I played
on sports teams almost yearround and had a great group
of friends, so not having that
feeling of camaraderie with a
big group was new to me.
During the first semester
of my sophmore year, I didn't
make the grades to be elidg·
ible for rush so I was spared
the pressure to go out for
rush. However, I saw six out
of my nine housemates join
their respective fraternities.
Once I had friends in fra ·
ternities and sororities, I had
a much improved social life on
the weekend but something
was still missing.

I became eligible to rush
in the spring of my sophmore
year but had no intention of
going out for rush because I
had decided I would strive for
better ideals than those that
the fraternities embraced.
However, it only took one
more night alone to realize
that I wanted to find my own
social niche on campus.
Commonly it is thought
that fraternities place alco·
hol, drugs and girls at the top
of their priorities. However,
after I had decided to go out
for rush, I found that every
fraternity has a different sort
of style. Each places certain
values above others, whether
it be the good or the bad. So
I chose the place that seemed
to fit the same sort of criteria
that I was looking for.
One suggestion I would
make when going through
rush is to keep your mind as
open as possible. Of course

you would like to rush the
same fraternity or sorority as
all of your friends, but when
I step back and look at my
process I find that some of the
best friends I've made since
joining a fraternity have all
been kids that I had not interacted with ever before.
Trinity may be considered
a small school but there are
still plenty of students that
you may never come across
during your career here, joining a fraternity or sorority is a
great way to "force" a relation·
ship to evolve with someone
you may have never talked to
before.
I think Trinity's new approach to rush is very bene·
ficial for incoming sophmores
as well as the school itself.
There are many fraternities
and sororities that a lot of
underclassmen don't even re·
alize exist. Although I'm sure
many students won't plan on

rushing those places, by get·
ting a few students to break
from the norm, it could certainly help to improve not
only that student's experience
here, but also has the poten·
tial to greatly enhance the so·
cial life on campus.
Of course there are many
other ways to help improve
social life, so I am not saying
that the only way to better
Trinity's social experience is
by increasing the population
of greek life. Nonetheless, I
think it greatly helps Trinity to expand the variety of
fraternities and sororities on
campus. No one wants to be
that freshman waiting at the
door, begging to be let in. But
by increasing the diversity
and involvement of greek life,
it would allow for Trinity's so·
cial life to be much more inclusive.
·FBH

OPINION
Despite fall in rankings, Trinity still has many strengths
SHELIA NJAU '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The U.S. News college
rankings were released
last week. Trinity placed
45th m national liberal arts colleges. This is a
significant drop from last
year's ranking of 36th. For
some, the drop could be a
source of panic because
of the potential repercussions that it signifies. It
could mean that Trinity is becoming much less
attractive to prospective
students. For current students, the drop may affect
the chances of applying to
graduate school. It may
even affect the job prospects that students have
after graduation. While I
agree that rankings are
something we should be
aware of, I think we should
focus less on the negative
aspects of Trinity and instead focus more on the
many positive aspects of
the school.
Trinity has maintained
an intimate faculty to student ratio of 9:1. I think
this is one of the key hallmarks of a great liberal
arts college-the ability to

actually get to know your
professor instead of just
being another face in the
crowd. A majority of Trinity's classes, approximately 60 percent, have fewer
than twenty students and
only two percent of classes
have 50 or more students.
Classes with 50 or more
students are most likely
introductory level courses. More times than not, if
the student remains with
that particular subject,
they will go on to get to
know the professor better
over the course of the next
four years. Another positive aspect of our school
1s the fact that Trinity
has a 91 percent retention
rate, which means that 91
percent of students from
the first-year class return
their sophomore year. So
while Trinity may not be
number one in the rankings, it's still number one
in the hearts of those stu dents who return after
their first year.
Furthermore,
Trinity
has made many improvements over the years,
such as enhancing campus
safety. The number of bur,glaries on campus dropped

from 24 in 2010 to eight
in 2012 and the number
of cars stolen on campus
went from 10 in 2010 to
two in 2012.
Even with these positive attributes, it is hard to
deny the facts and reasons
why Trinity has by dropped
swiftly in the span of one
year. Joanne Berger-Sweeney mentioned that Trinity's ranking has changed
by 23 points over the past
10 years. President Berger-Sweeney stated that
Trinity has falled in the
rankings because there
has been a decrease in the
scores that the U.S. News
Report uses to assess fac·
ulty resources, selectivity
of students, levels of alum ni donation, and how highly guidance school counselors rated Trinity.
In terms of how much
alumni give back to the
school, it makes sense if
there is a fluctuation over
the years due to a fluctuating economy at largethere will be some bad
years and then there will
be some that are good. If
alumni do not give back
each year, it may not necessarily be a matter of theI

alumni choosing to stop donating to Trinity, but rather it may be related toother external circumstances.
The primary thing to do in
this case is to remind the
alumni of the reasons why
they loved going to Trinity as a way to inspire gift
giving. I think that hosting
events such as reunions
and
Homecoming
will
work well to this end.
As for the other factors,
I think time will make a
large difference. On the
subject of student selectivity, yes, Trinity may
not be as selective as other schools, but I choose to
see this as something positive rather than something
negative.
In 2013, Trinity had
an acceptance rate of 31.8
percent, but why should
that be something bad? I
like to think that prospective students should be
given the chance to prove
themselves in a more realistic capacity because test
scores and grades do not
always accurately predict
a student's potential success. The focus should be
more on what the individual student hopes to achieve

while in college. So yes,
while Trinity has a higher
acceptance rate than some
other schools, it just means
that there is greater diversity enriching our campus.
The benefits of this go beyond the classroom and
can actually provide more
opportunities for people to
grow.
I am not trying to downplay the fact that Trinity's
rankings have dropped. It
is indeed a big deal. However, I think that when po·
tential students visit, they
will be able to see all the
great things that Trinity
has to offer. When current
students apply to graduate
school or look for employ·
ment, I think they will be
able to talk about what
they have learned at Trinity, not just academically
but the ways in which they
have grown holistically as
well. In the long run, that
is ultimately more important than the ranking of a
school. As I said earlier, I
think with time, Trinity
will be able to rise in the
rankings again due to the
new leadership and the
changes the school plans
to make.

Charges against Rice raise questions about NFL policies
MADISON OCHS '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Just one week ago, foot·
ball enthusiasts and casual
sports fans alike were glued
to their televisions after a
shocking breakthrough in
the supposedly closed case
of Ray Rice's aggravated as·
sault. The Baltimore Ravens
running back had been pre·
viously charged with aggra ·
vated assault against his
then-fiancee, Janay Palmer,
at an Atlantic City casino.
Charges were dropped after
Rice agreed to attend coun ·
seling, and the National
Football League (NFL) sus·
pended him for two games.
The NFL fan base was split
on the issue of whether this
was sufficient punishmentseveral Internet
memes
poked fun at the NFL's dis·
ciplinary system, saying that
if a player were to choose one
rule to break, domestic abuse
would be the best one. Why?
Historically, players accused
of such violence and degrad ·
ing acts saw very minor re·
percussions from the NFL.
As time passed after the
date marking his original
suspension, Ray Rice faded
into the background and oth·
er stories began redirecting
the attention of the media.

Just days after the start
of football season, however,
celebrity news website TMZ
released a horrifying video
of Rice and Palmer alone
m an elevator. The video
shows Rice winding up and
punching Palmer in the face,
full force. She drops to the
ground immediately, and
Rice ends up dragging her
limp, unconscious body out
of the elevator. The video
caused an uproar, and the
Baltimore Ravens terminat·
ed Rice's contract. Shortly
thereafter, NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell smartly
chose to suspend Rice indefi·
nitely, saying that the video
changed matters and that
he had not known the extent
of the crime beforehand because he had never seen the
footage.
Sadly, these auxiliary
consequences have come far
too late. In a recent poll by
ESPN, 55 percent of interviewees thought that Roger
Goodell was lying when he
said he had never seen the
elevator footage. Would it
be a surprise? The NFL has
a long history of providing
millions of Americans with
incredible games and events.
Sadly, it also has a history of
handling domestic violence
and abuse with such mini-

mal competency that the issue seems to almost not matter at all to the organization.
Following Rice's time in
the spotlight, Carolina Pan·
thers defensive end Greg
Hardy's previous criminal
record was called upon as
further evidence of the NFL's
complete and utter failure to
deal with such serious mat·
ters. Prior to the Panthers'
decision to deactivate Hardy
during his case's legal proceedings, Sportsillustrated.
com released an article on
Friday, Sept. 12 titled, "If
there were a Greg Hardy
video, would Greg Hardy be
playing Sunday?" The ques·
tion is a valid one. While
each situation may have
slight distinctions, how dif·
ferent can the two crimes be?
Sadly, these are not the
first such stories to come
into the mainstream press,
especially not the first ones
from the NFL. Jerry Jones,
owner, president, and gen·
eral manager of the most
valuable NFL team, the Dal·
las Cowboys, was accused
of sexual ass a ult just a few
days ago. Ray McDonald,
defensive tackle for the San
Francisco 49ers, was arrest·
ed on suspicion of domestic
abuse against his lO·week
pregnant fiancee. Earlier

this year, former NFL star
Darren Sharper was accused
of having drugged and raped
numerous women all over the
United States. Each of these
shameful stories occurred in
the past nine months. Countless others can be found eas ·
ily, each of them more upsetting than the next. According
to fivethirthyeight.com, the
NFL's relative arrest rate
for domestic violence is 55.4
percent, and domestic vio·
lence arrests account for 48
percent of the total number
of NFL arrests for violent
crimes.
The questioning title of
the Sports Illustrated arti·
cle poses a real and serious
query to the NFL, and to
the public: is domestic vio·
lence getting the attention
it deserves? Or is it ignored
until depressing, horrifying
stories, images, and videos
are blasted across the In·
ternet and onto televisions,
forcing people to witness the
disregard for human life that
comes with any form of do·
mestic or sexual abuse?
When asked his opinion
on the Rice video, New Orle·
ans Saints quarterback Drew
Brees explained, "Everyone
deserves to be held account·
able for their actions because
certainly that is the expecta ·

tion for players." Shouldn't
that be the same mindset ev·
eryone has about these types
of issues? Domestic abuse
and sexual violence are pre·
ventable, and yet day after
day people are bombarded
with stories about terrible,
heartbreaking crimes such
as those committed by the
aforementioned professional
athletes. The conversation
must not stop with Roger
Goodell and the NFL, however. It is the responsibility of
each and every able-bodied
American to try to put an
end to such terrible actions.
President Berger-Sweeney
has started the Sexual As·
sault Response Team, and
numerous groups on cam·
pus are doing their part to
keep people working toward
ending this epidemic of do·
mestic and sexual violence.
Inside the bubble of Trinity
College it is all too easy to
let headlines and news sto·
ries fade to the background
and take the backseat to Yik
Yak and late-night dorm gos·
sip. As the next generation of
adults and leaders, however,
this needs to change. The
sad truth is that it will seem
distant and inconsequential
until it enters one's own life,
and by then the damage is
done.
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Recent Ferguson protests have not been entirely productive
ANNELISE GILBERT '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
One month after an unarmed Michael Brown was
shot, approximately 35 protesters attempted to block a
portion of a Missouri highway. Late Wednesday afternoon, Interstate 70 near
Ferguson, Missouri, less
than five miles from the location of the shooting, was
partly barred with demonstrators. The dozens in
the road planned to gather
for four and a half hours,
the same amount of time
Brown's body laid in the
street following the fatal altercation.
The aim of the protesters was to increase pressure on Missouri Governor,
Jay Nixon, to elect a special
prose cu tor to manage an
investigation of Brown's
death. Many already oppose the current attorney,
St. Louis County prosecutor
Robert P. McCulloch, due to
his family ties with the St.
Louis police department.
Last week, when Nixon terminated the executive order
that put Missouri in a state
of emergency, he also indicated that he had no power
to assign a special prosecu tor in place of McCulloch.
Since the investigation has
begun, McCulloch has decided to present evidence
to a grand jury rather than
arresting Officer Wilson,
the officer who fatally shot
Michael Brown.

When
first
reading
about McCulloch's apparent ties to law enforcement,
I was puzzled as to why his
replacement was met with
hesitation. If one looks objectively at the Missouri
laws concerning prosecutors and possible conflict
of interests or bias though,
there exists no solid basis
to replace McCulloch. For
example, when researching
his ties with law enforcement, the law outlines the
situation in which the prosecutor is a family member
of the potential defendant
or officer. Since no evidence
has been presented to indicate that McCulloch 1s
related to Officer Wilson,
there is no reason to elect a
special prosecutor.
I also find it slightly
frustrating when the civil
rights movement is given
as a reason to elect another prosecutor. While civil
rights is an important social issue, if one considers
the situation impartially,
they will acknowledge that
there is no Missouri statute
that cites a history of racial
tension as reason to disqualify a prosecutor from a
particular case. If McCulloch opponents are still ardent that he is prejudiced,
they should have expressed
that opinion when he was
running for office. There
are still ways for McCulloch to be removed, either
through recusal or through
the Missouri court system.

To remove him solely due to
the protests would contradict the democratic process.
The demonstration was
described as peaceful, that
was, until what seemed to
be an unnecessary amount
of police officers arrived.
The crowd accredited their
tension and annoyance to
this. While there were only
about 35 protestors, there
were 100 officers from three
different law agencies. As
strains between the two
groups increased, a small
group of demonstrators began to throw small items
such as bricks, stones, glass
bottles, and water bottles
at the law enforcement officers.
Police proceeded to arrest 35 protestors, most
for unlawful assembly and
some for assaulting officers.
A Ferguson native commented after the arrests,
"they're absolutely too aggressive," in reference to
the officers who greatly
outnumbered the activists.
Participants in the protest
were also upset because
organizers were under the
impression, after meeting
with law enforcement officials earlier in the week,
that they were allowed to
tonveh.e on certain parts
of the highway. Following
Wednesday's events, Eric
Vickers, a lead organizer
who is the chief of staff for
State Senator Jamilah Nasheed and an active participant in Michael Brown

protests, indicated that the
demonstrators would reconvene and cause another
disturbance to bring attention to the issue.
Many of the obstacles
demonstrators have dealt
with leads to the question,
are the demonstrators going about promoting their
cause in an effective way?
Even prior to Wednesday's
events, several black leaders questioned how causing
an inconvenience for a large
number of commuters, who
do not have a say in the case
and were not willing participants in the demonstration,
would promote their cause.
Members of the N.A.A.C.P.
and Al Sharpton's National
Action Network chose not
to participate in the highway blockade. When organizers were asked about
the effectiveness of the
protest, they responded by
saying the disruption was
a "small sacrifice" for their
purpose of seeking justice
for Michael Brown. Their
reasoning was based on the
impression that the inconvenience they caused would
lead to discomfort, which
would then compel more to
take notice of the purpose of
the civil disobedience.
• Activists for Brown may
not need to cause any more
inconveniences for attention, though. The same day
the highway blockade took
place, a video that shows
the reactions of witnesses
immediately following the

shooting was aired on CNN.
The short clip, taken on
a cell phone, displays two
construction workers' re·
sponses after watching an
unarmed Michael Brown
suffer from fatal gunshots.
While there is a lot of other
evidence in the case, some
legal analysts are calling
it a possible game changer.
First, the men in the video
are not natives of Ferguson
and are white. While race
should not matter, it has
played a huge role in this
case.
The grand jury is made
up of nine whites and three
African-Americans,
so
some believe a majority of
the jury will be more able
to relate to the witnesses
because of their race. Another important detail of
the video is that it displays
the immediate reactions of
witnesses because most accounts that were provided
were given at least an hour
after the death. While other
witnesses have said before
that Brown's hands were
up in a sign of surrender,
the fact that the bystanders
in the video said the same
thing immediately following the gunfire, legitimatizes others' accounts.
As the grand jury continues to be presented evidence, and the media closely follows the case, it will
be interesting to see if the
organizers of the past protests decide to form more in
opposition.

Joan Rivers deserves the praise she has been given
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The year is 1961, the
place, Greenwich Village.
A young woman, with a
kind face and blond hair
set in high curls around
her face, has just finished delivering around
ten minutes of stand-up
comedy at the revered
"Bitter End" night club
on Bleecker St. Her name
is Joan Molinsky (she
would later go by another
name). This is the beginning of a career that will
span 56 years.
When we think about
Joan Rivers, we see her in
our mind's eye: a visual comedian, and in the second
half of her life, warped by
plastic surgery. But how
many of us can truthfully
say that we knew who she
was? Or what she was really like?
She was an actress,
first and foremost. Indeed
this is what she always
considered her profes-

sion to be-acting. While
that might seem strange,
Rivers played a role her
entire life, that of a fiery
and unapologetic woman
who was so absurdly confident in herself that she
made it her life's ambition
to hurt other people with
her comedy.
And the character did
hurt-many
celebrities
can say that they felt bullied by Joan Rivers at one
point or another throughout the years. That being
said, she was a clever
woman who saw comedy
for what it is, a means to
overcome tragedy, sadness, and of course, our
own shortcomings. Her
comedy often came m
two parts. First came the
fa<;ade, then hidden underneath that veneer was
the truth of the matter. If
you were famous enough
to earn this-if your infamy was such that it would
catch the attention of this
withered woman in a designer coat and elicit a re-

ally mean joke, then surely you had made it in the
world. Those who felt bullied were missing the actual point rather spectacularly. Singer/songwriter
Cher once said that if she
were to stay in Rivers'
monologues for the rest of
her life, it meant that she
was still relevant.
Speaking from
the
feminist point of view,
Joan Rivers lived in a
time when being a comedian was a right reserved almost exclusively
for men. Indeed she was
making jokes that stereotyped women. She was a
parody artist, turning the
concept of housewifery on
its head, and then giving
it a swift kick for good
measure.
In her stand-up she
touched on topics that are
still taboo in comedy, and
many of them got her into
mountains of trouble. The
message that she was trying to convey to women
was, at its root, a truth

about feminism-a woman should be allowed to do
whatever a man can do.
That is what she strove
for. In fact, she did it far
better and far earlier than
was ever thought socially
acceptable for anyone in
her generation
As a woman herself, removed from the character,
Joan Rivers was unhappy
throughout the majority of her life. Conversely,
she overcame her problems with laughter and
charity. After the suicide
of her husband in 1987,
Rivers became a supporter of the American Foun dation for Suicide Prevention, later serving as an
honorary board member.
She was among the earliest and most influential
gay rights advocates of
the twentieth century.
She was also a supporter
of the nonprofit organiza tion God's Love We Deliver, which supplied AIDS
victims with meals, often
delivering food personal-

ly.
In the end, Rivers was
beloved by the same people she often spoofed. She
in turn loved them back
and envied them. It is
clear, however, that she
could never find much
love for herself.
To say that she was not
a "groundbreaking feminist", a champion of the
arts, and a fiercely funny woman is legitimately
ignorant and such comments are especially cruel in the days and weeks
after her death. What can
be said about her is this,
she was a tragic figure.
If you cannot laugh with
her, then it is your job
to cry for her. She was
a woman, and you have
the choice to take her for
what she is. We will never
see anyone like her again.
As Joan Rivers herself
once said, "Comedy is to
make everybody la ugh,
and deal with things. If
we didn't laugh, where
the hell would we all be?"

NEWS
Rush Week introduces students to Trinity's Greek life
continued from page 1
every house, organiza tions which have historically had trouble attracting people to their rush
events are guaranteed
to do so this year.
Inter-Greek Council President Evan Abraham '15
noted the strengths of
the new system stating,
"I think the new rush format is good for all parties
involved because every
GLO gets exposure and
the same chance to recruit
members." Abraham also
included his excitement to
meet everyone interested
in Greek Life as opposed
to merely in his own Psi
Upsilon, saying, "I am excited to get the chance to
meet every student participating in rush as opposed
to last year when only people interested in my GLO
came."
After
participating
in the two days of offi-

cial rush, potential new
members will attend a
smattering of unofficial
events including invita tional mixers, interviews
and dinners as the Greek
Members carefully consider the best fit for their
organizations. Then, following the issuance of
''bids," invitations to join
a GLO, rushees will have
the opportunity to enter
an organization, perhaps
following
an
optional
10-day orientation.
Of
course, Rush Week is not
open to everyone. As a result of the new regulations
imposed on the Greek System through the Charter
Committee Report, interested students must be
sophomores or older and
must have achieved a GPA
of 3.0 cumulatively or the
previous semester. Furthermore, every student
interested m joining a
GLO must have registered
on a new, online software

which aids the organizations m ranking and
recording their potential
new membership.
When speaking of the
difficulties in issuing bids,
Pierce Classen '15, President of St. Anthony Hall
stated that "It's tough to
determine who to give
bids to because the overwhelming majority of
Trinity College students
are qualified rushees."
Alpha Delta Phi President, Allen George '15,
added, "Deciding who we
give out our bids to join
AD is one of the most difficult b mes of the year...
[it's] never fun or easy but
is unfortunately a necessary part of the way all
GLOs operate." Historically, there are often lim ited spaces. Some have
claimed
an
expanded
Greek System would be
the solution to this problem but such a solution
has not yet been explored.

When asked about
Rush Week, Eamon Bousa '16, Vice President of
Greek Affairs for the Student Government Associa tion, lauded Greek accom plishment saying, "With
programming
including
Halloween on Vernon,
the Inter-Greek Council
Backpack Drive and our
first ever Greek Week, the
Greek comm unity served
the campus well last year.
I'm extremely excited to
see what the newest additions to the Greek family
are able to accomplish."
As members of Greek organizations, new mem hers participate in a range
of activities such as hosting social events, raising
charitable funds, inviting
guest speakers and participating m leadership
seminars. The members
of this year's class will
have the opportunity to
both maintain existing
traditions and pursue new

opportunities.
With such a diverse
group of organizations, it's
no surprise that students
choose Greek Life for a
broad array of reasons
including
philanthropic
opportunities, a sense of
community, alumni connections and an expanded social circle. Discussing his decision to pursue
Greek membership, Sebastien Broustra '17 stated, "It's always fun seeing familiar faces on the
weekend and seeing how
people really come together when they're part of a
fraternity. I think joining
one is great for meeting
new people, especially upperclassmen and I think
belonging to a fraternity
could offer a great sense
of belonging to something
not only for college, but
also where you will have
a reliable support system
over all of the country, and
in some cases the world."

Jane Bearinger advises students to follow their passions
CHARLOTTE THOMAS '17
NEWS EDITOR

Twenty-four years since
she received a Bachelor of
Science m biochemistry,
alumna Jane Bearinger
returned to Trinity College on Thursday, Sept.
11 to share how her alma
mater helped cultivate
the endless passion and
determination that led to
her success 1n different
fields of scientific work.
The many students who
attended this Common
Hour event in the Washington Room were treated
to a reassuring story that
addressed the reluctance
and insecurity that most
college students feel as
they consider declaring
their respective majors.
Ms. Bearinger empha sized that although she
was passionate about biochemistry from the start,
she was also concerned
that she would not be able
to branch out to other scientific fields, should her
interests stray from her
specific work. As a result,
Ms. Bearinger conveyed
her most important point
in the beginning of he~ lecture when she described
how she dared to leave
one of her first jobs after
college to pursue other
interests-that one must
not be afraid to take "a
leap of faith," to follow any

curiosity that might arise
from other projects.
--. It was this passionate interest for learning
and improving that Ms.
Bearinger credits her
professors at Trinity for
kindling. She praised one
now-retired professor, Dr.
James K. Heeran, who
taught her the valuable
lesson that, although she
was not a straight-A student, "it was what one
does in the lab that mat·
ters". A second professor
who is also no longer at
Trinity, but whom made
a lasting impact on Ms.
Bearinger, was Dr. William Church. Dr. Church
helped to jumpstart Ms.
Bearinger's career by di·
recting her to her first
American Chemical Society meeting, through
which she was eased into
the interviewing process
with different companies.
In this manner, Ms. Bear·
inger emphasized that
Trinity had an invaluable
impact on her success.
After her attendance
at the ACS Meeting, Ms.
Bearinger went on to work
for a company as a chem·
ist in 1993. This was one of
the first unexpected turns
that her life would take, as
she admitted that she nev·
er thought she would end
up living in New Jersey
working at one of the larg·
est pharmaceutical com -

panies in the world, Merck
and Company. Here, Ms.
Bearinger looked at.plantSi
that hailed from the Costa
Rican forest to see if one of
the elements in the plant
could lead to a new ''block·
buster drug" that could
help with hypertension.
However, after some time,
Ms. Bearinger felt that she
wanted to do something
more. Despite the daunt·
ing questions she received
from her coworkers that
pointed out that she might
not get another job as good
as the one she had, she left
Merck and Company to go
back to school.
Ms. Bearinger attend·
ed Northwestern University and received her
Masters and PhD in Biomedical Engineering. As
she learned more about
her area of interest, Ms.
Bearinger became enthralled by the possibility
of helping society by gaining insight into possible
treatments for cancer and
other serious diseases.
Then a research project
involving her specialty,
polymer coatings, captured her attention. It discussed the development
of Stents. These enable
minimally invasive repair
to the cardiovascular sys·
tem in surgery. A powerful lesson that Ms. Bearmger learned from this
discovery was that before

these Stents were proven successful, her advisor
claimed that "it wouldn't
work". These words "invited her" to ultimately make
her first patent.
However, soon enough,
Ms. Bearinger wanted
to change her focus from
polymers to a different
study. She had become interested in how Titanium
promotes
osseointegration, among other studies
that would ultimately improve the way people recover from surgeries like
hip replacements. Therefore, despite protests, she
made the move to Switzerland to further her studies
m post-doctorate work.
There, Ms. Bearinger was
surprised to discover how
her studies in Polymer
science and electrochem istry came together. Consequently, she pointed
out that after such stress,
going to Switzerland was
one of the best things she
could have done for her research.
Another lesson that
Ms. Bearinger hoped to
impart on the students in
attendance was that "life
is messy". By this, she explained that life has many
ups and downs, and chaotic twists and turns. For
instance, she explained
that at one point she once
had to brief Minority leader of the House Of Repre-

senta tives Nancy Pelosi
on research that had been
destroyed in an accident
in the lab the day before.
Yet, what was an even
more important lesson
that Ms. Bearinger hoped
to convey, was that life is
still "fun" despite its confusion. She gave examples
of successful inventors
such as Bill Gates to emphasize that, although
they created something
great, she did not want
to have to follow in their
footsteps to be successful.
Instead, she pursued what
she found to be interesting. Consequently, that
something
interesting
proved to be a successful
business called Corporos
Inc. Today, she finds that
working as a head of this
company has forced her
out of her comfort zone by
making her negotiate with
people in a way she had
not ever needed to before.
Additionally, her company
reaches out to third world
countries in Africa to work
to find remedies and possibly cures for the diseases
that trouble those areas.
As much as it is a struggle in college to declare
one's set path in life, stu·
dents found it both a relief
and an inspiration that
there are trailblazer's like
Ms. Bearinger who show
that this is what makes
life "fun".
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Trinity students help out Hartford in annual Do It Day
continued from page 1

relationships
between
Trinity and local organizations, as well as afforded students the opportunity to connect with the
city of Hartford.
This year, more than
50 community organizations hosted volunteers.
These locations ranged
from historic landmarks
to city parks to art and
media centers. Some of
the participating organizations included the
Mark Twain and Harriet
Beecher Stowe houses,
Pope and Keney Park,
Hartford Artisans Weaving Center, Trinity's Cine·
studio, and WRTC Radio.
Foodshare,
Leadership
Greater Hartford, and
Hartford Habitat for Humanity (whose executive
director is Trinity alumna
Karraine Moody 'O 1) also
hosted volunteers.
Volunteers were given
a variety of different tasks
that involved all sorts of
skills to complete. Some
weeded and gardened
while others painted and
organized office spaces.
Other participants inspected and packed produce, constructed benches and tables, read to
children, picked up litter,
and maintained trails,
parks, and the riverfront.
Emily Sullivan '1 7 spent
her day at Pope Park,
mulching, weeding, and
planting flowers.
'We had an awesome
time working at Pope
Park. It's a gorgeous

recreation and park facility right off campus,"
says Sullivan, 'We got
to know the people that
work so hard to keep the
park beautiful and helped
them do some garden
maintenance. We also
all had the opportunity
to meet some new people
while working".
Most sports teams,
fraternities,
sororities,
and other clubs sign up
as groups and go into the
city to work together for a
good cause while also enjoying each other's company. Others can sign up
individually and choose
the organization where
they would like to spend
their day. Michelle Treglia '18, a freshman, had
the opportunity to volunteer with the softball
team, which she will be
playing for in the spring.
"I was so fortunate to
have had the opportu nity to participate in Do
it Day with the softball
team this year. It not
only brought us closer
together as a team but
also gave us the chance
to better peoples lives in
the Hartford area," Treglia '18 writes, "Being only
a freshman, I didn't know
many of the girls yet but
we definitely grew closer
as we did yard work and
cleaned up the homeless
shelter! The older girls
were telling the younger girls about their past
experiences and it really
made all the freshmen
feel welcome as we did
the work together, helping each other! I didn't

feel like I was a freshman
on the softball team anymore, I felt like I was just
part of the team!"
In addition to the work
done all over Hartford
on the beautiful summer day. Trinity alumni
from the Boston area organized a satellite Do It
Day that took place on
the same day, allowing for
the Trinity community to
give back to the Boston
community.
Although Do It Day is
only one day out of the
year, it takes months of
planning and work to
make it happen. This
year's
co-coordinators
were Sarah Wolcott '15
and Liznel Aybar-Ventu ra '15. Both Wolcott and
Aybar-Ventura, with the
help of Joe Barber, director of the Office of Com munity Service and Civic
Engagement, stayed on

campus over the summer,
working every day for this
event to run smoothly and
be successful. Reflecting
on the event, Aybar says,
"Do It Day was an event
that
took
essentially
three months of intensive
planning. Joe, Sarah and
I worked all throughout
the summer to contact
almost 200 community
organizations, over 150
restaurants, and hun·
dreds of Trinity students,
faculty and staff in hopes
that on September 6th
we'd have an incredible
day of community service.
Being in charge of such
a big event took a huge
effort, but seeing everything come together with
the help of the college, as
well as the city of Hartford, was a very rewarding experience".
Do It Day has grown
significantly over
the

years and Barber is
amazed by this great sue·
cess. He told the Trinity
Communications Office,
"The first year, we had
about 150 volunteers,
which was impressive
for just getting started.
For the past four years
or so, we have seen it up
to about 700. The event
wouldn't happen if not
for all the sports teams,
Greek organizations, and
other groups that provide
a lot of volunteers," says
Barber, "plus individu·
als who sign up for Do It
Day, and all the behind·
the-scenes volunteers, orchestrating and providing
support back on campus".
For those who partici·
pated, the Hartford community greatly appreciated it. For those who
did not, be sure to get in volved next year for a fun
and rewarding day!

COURTESY OF Trinity College Office of Communications
Two Do It Day volunteers work together to build a garden bed at a local Hartford park.

Dean Alford plans to retire after his 12 years at Trinity
continued from page 1

years of experience in the
education field. These
years included stints at
Hawthorne College m
Antrim, New Hampshire,
and Union College m
Schenectady, New York,
where he worked as Dean
of Students. Currently he
lives on campus with his
wife, he has two adult
sons.
In the intervening
years since his appointment in 2003 the Dean
has had plenty of personal adventures with students and associates from
the campus though he
insisted they were tales
best told among friends.
When asked if he thought
he'd seen any many ma·
jor changes or trends in
the student body since
his appointment he wrote

that one he has noticed is
that the current generation of students seems
quicker in turning over
their problems to adults
than previous ones have.
When it comes to the
community Dean Alford
had much more to say,
he strongly believes that
Trinity and Hartford have
a mutually beneficial relationship that pays out
through cultural, educa tional, and economical
dividends.
He
particularly
praised Joe Barber for
the long hours he spends
every week trying to
bring together Trinity
students and the citizens
and agencies of Hartford.
However, Dean Alford
noted, " ... there are so
many people who deserve
credit for making this
relationship work that I
won't do it justice in a few

sentences." Since it has
only been a few weeks
since orientation I asked
him abQut his thoughts
on it.
He said that orienta tion is a critical time as
it sets expectations for
new students and allows,
" ... new members of the·
[Trinity] community feel
a sense of belonging."
In
his
retirement,
Dean Alford plans to con tinue to work with people
in the field of education
as a part time position
with an attorney assist·
ing colleges, universities,
and secondary schools
with legal issues.
He also has a ''bucket" list that he wishes to
complete that includes
learning Spanish, playing
the piano, and traveling
to new places. Although,
as of yet, he will have
to wait and see if he can

make any progress on his
list.
Dean
Lukaskiewicz
like Dean Alford has had
extensive previous expe·
rience in the field of ed ucation and has worked
as a principal at several
high schools. At his last
job he worked as Dean of
Students for the College
of Saint Joseph in Rutland, Vermont. He got
his Bachelor of Arts at
Syracuse University and
received a Master of Arts
from Villanova University.
He has since moved
to Hartford and lives on
campus with his thirteen year old daughter.
Describing his current
job as Dean of Students
he wrote, "I oversee the
judicial process and residential life. In terms of
judicial process, I'm responsible for handling

student violations of the
social code. This includes
assisting Area Coordinators with residential
policy enforcement and
the management of the
Honor Council hearing
process as it relates to
the social code. In terms
of residential life, I assist
the Director of Residen ·
tial Life with overall su ·
pervision of the residence
halls and Area Coordina ·
tors."
Dean Lukaskiewicz is
pleased about working
at Trinity as he appreci·
ates the college's mission
to provide a liberal arts
education and looks forward to getting to know
as many of the students
a~ he can. Dean Lu·
kaskiewicz had this mes·
sage for students: "Work
hard, take care of each
other, and make good de·
cisions".

FEATURES

(Clockwise from top left): Avery Paskal '16 spent a weekend in Capri, Whitney Gulden '16 shared a smile with a friend in Scotland, Sam Ruddock '15 viewed Prauge
from above, Hannah Holland '15 kept her sense of humor in Paris, Katherine Rorer '15 visited Copenhagen, and Natalia de Dalmas' 15 enjoyed a tour of Shanghai.

Ashley and Katie Hess start "Party of 2" fashion blog
women in Louis Vuitton blog, from their point
pumps in the grungiest of view, was that they wantsubway stations. To dress ed to make it reasonable.
a blog. They were getting up was expected and they •Party of 2 was meant to
For the Party of 2, better known as Katie and complimented on having loved being immersed in appeal to girls in their
Ashley Hess '15, finding a great sense of style. Not . the high fashion world of twenties, and the avertheir passion began with only did their sense of Paris. Being surrounded age twenty-year-old 1s
getting dressed in the fashion start to get high- by huge designer names not going to be strutting
morning. Despite work- lighted, but so did their coupled with being 1n around carrying a Birkin
ing in retail on Nantucket writing in various class- need of something excit- bag while wearing Tom
and interning for the U.S. es and extra -curricular ing in theh." life was what Ford jumpsuits. They
senate, the Hess Twins activities. They had raw fin~.lly. pushed them to wanted to show off high
fashion in a way that colhave still found the most skills and they knew they make the blog.
The blog has slowly lege students could relate
exciting part of their day wanted to do something
to be when they're piec- with them. Even the boys become more and more to or at least pretend to
That isn't to
ing together their outfit were complimenting their popular. There are a lot emulate.
in the morning. Although fashion and writing. They of fashion blogs out there, say that Ashley doesn't
they have tried many were starting to get the but to the twins it's not like to rock her Louis
career paths they both idea of making a blog, but about having the best Vuitton studded sneakblog. It's about "Faking ers. They like to throw
knew that they needed they were hesitant.
They weren't positive it till you make it". They in a few nicer things and
culture and passion to be
about making a blog un - want to put their best then cheaper items to
truly happy.
The girls have always til they studied abroad in work out there so that balance the rest out. This
enjoyed
writing
and Paris. In Paris they were others can enjoy and goal of keeping the blog
dressing up, but to them in constant awe of how hopefully learn a thing or realistic comes from the
way they were raised.
it was just a part of their elegantly all the women two from it.
A huge priority for the Their mom showed them
daily life. It wasn't until dressed. They spotted
that getting a fancy bag
or a nice pair of shoes every once and while is ok,
but your closest can't be
jammed full with them.
They also don't like their
parents buying all their
clothes, so working hard
to get nice pieces is really
important in their minds.
One of the best parts of
the blog for them is that
they get to work with
each other on something
they both love. They have
al ways been really close
and are able to work well
together. Their energies
COURTESY OF Katie and Ashley Hess '15 balance each other out.
Ashley (left) keeps it cool in a floral crop-top while Katie (right) adds a boho feels with a straw hat. Katie says she is creative

LILY JEWELL '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

their friends began to tell
them that they had talent
that they decided to make

and pays attention to every little detail. While
Ashley is the "lets get
this done with" kind of
girl who is able to make
important decisions. Not
only has working with
family helped the outcome of the blog, it has
also helped them emotionally. • They acknowIedged the fact that by
making the blog they
were putting themselves
out there and taking the
risk of being rejected.
Both of them said they
couldn't imagine doing
that without the support
of one another.
When asked about the
future of the blog they
weren't exactly sure what
they are expecting. All
they know is that they
love the blog and are
happy with the success it
has had. Editors of larger
fashion blogs have com plimented them for getting their blog known so
quickly. Getting known
in the fashion world is a
difficult process, and they
seem to be making it so
far. Even though they
want to continue with the
blog in the future, they
also hope to find jobs next
year-hopefully ones in volved in fashion. They
are taking everything one
day at a time. For now,
they hope that everyone
checks out their blog and
maybe even gives their
Instagram a follow.
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The old guard holds strong during NYC Fashion Week

e,

COURTESY OF www.style.com
Models walk the runway for (clockwise from top) Jason Wu, Rodarte, Oscar de la Renta, Thom Browne, Tia Cibani, Carolina Herrera, Erin Fetherston, and The Row.
BENJAMIN CHAIT '16
FEATURES EDITOR

It seems as if the menswear shows were just a
few days ago, yet the models wearing womenswear
for spring and summer
2015 have already walked
the runways in New York
City. Though the spring
tends to have a less dra matic effect than those
shows for autumn and
winter, the designers of
New York Fashion week
took the opportunity to
show some very wearable
clothing that would make
sense for women during
next year's spring and
summer seasons.
Over the past decade,
New York has nurtured
a young generation of designers. Designers behind
labels such as The Row,
Rodarte, Jason Wu, Alexander Wang, and Rag&Bone, have worked hard
to redefine New York as
a capital of fashion in the
world. Not since Calvin
Klein, Donna Karan, and
Ralph Lauren stormed
the runways in the late
1980s has New York been
such a place to look to.
However, this season
the old gaurd of American
designers really stepped
up their game, reclaiming
their ownership over the
modern codes of Ameri ·

can sportswear. Oscar de
la Renta has been keep·
ing on his toes consistent·
ly for the past decade.
He knows the essence
and life of the old school
society ladies like Slim
Keith and CZ Guest yet
can flawlessly merge that
lifestyle with an aesthetic
fit for a modern women.
In his collection this sea son, Oscar used a bold
color palette and added
a youthful flair by chopping silhouettes. This collection was all about the
crop-top, and the cropped
jacket, and even the
cropped evening gown.
His gold two-pieced em·
broidered evening gown
will be a must-have for
spring editorials and red
carpet premiers to come.
Adding to the youthful
feel of the clothes was
the color blocking and the
heightening of the gown's
hem. The higher hems
are more practical yet the
dresses they finish are
still feminine and voluptuous.
Carolina Herrera took
a risk by printing flow·
ers onto some stand out
pieces in her collection.
The youthful feel of the
technique may introduce
young women to buying
clothing from a woman
who would normally appeal to an older set. Erin

Fetherston reminds some
of a young Herrera. Her
collection too, showed a
modern, almost industri ·
al take on flower prints.
A great trend for spring
IS
evening separates.
Gowns, suits, and short
dresses that are made up
of two or pieces are more
attractive to shoppers
because those individual
pieces translate into bet·
ter investments for they
can be worn in so many
different ways.
In addition to Oscar
de la Renta and Caroli·
na Herrera's show, Ralph
Lauren and Donna Karan
were particularly strong
this season. It 1s won derful to see the young·
er and older designers
feed off each other's energy and ideas. Despite
the strength of the older
designers, the younger
generation of American
designers still showed impressive collections.
Jason Wu was inspired
by actress and sex symbol Charlotte Rampling,
which always promises
for a great collection. Wu
showed a sexy take on safari dressing and 1970s
disco. He demonstrated
his talent for elegant re·
straint, which IS bound
to separate him from the
other designers of his
generation. There was

great movement to his
dresses, especially the
short beaded dresses cut
down to the navel that
hold the promise to glis ·
ten all night long. His day
jackets will be the musthave items for chilly April
days, while his penultimate and finale dresses
are bound to draw blood
from stylists fighting on
behalf of the actresses
they work for.
Tia Cibani also referenced the 1970s, but she
focuses more on the more
bohemian side of the decade. Her "Joplin·esque"
girl this season went on
a trip to the Middle East.
Her collection displayed
some of the seasons best
color palettes (reds, tans,
peaches, and oranges)
and a really relaxed take
on sexuality that can be
worn by women of different sizes. It is so exciting
to see a woman's take on
what is sexy, as it tends
to incorporate more of a
mix of strength and fem·
ininity.
One of the standout
shows this season was
Rodarte. The Mulleavy
sisters certainly held
their title as the poets of
the New York set. Their
collection was a romantic vision of underwater
life. Tidal waves, coral
reefs, and fishing nets

seemed to be the inspiration for their fashion
spectacular. The smart
skinny jeans and barn
jackets of the early half of
the show slowly morphed
into longer gowns that
had an eclecticism that
lacked the messiness that
is often the downfall of a
Rodarte collection. Their
mixing of textiles will
make each customer feel
special, and the overall
collection is one that will
surely be referenced and
copied for years to come.
Thom Browne showed
a rather shocking collec·
tion this season. He gave a
performance as the world
has come to expect of him,
but the extraordinary
clothes were all wearable.
Each piece of his artfully
cut suiting can fit into the
closet of the most conser·
vative of women. His ability to work textiles and
embroidery and color in a
wearable way is certainly
one of his best assets and
it shows he can translate
his dream -like worlds to
the street.
And of course there was
The Row. Smart, light, ex·
otic, rich, and wearable
for every age. It's nice to
see a brand that stands
out for refinement rather
than showmanship.
Now off to London, Mi·
Ian, and Paris.

Arts & Entertainment
Watkinson presents "Artists' Books & Prints" exhibition
continued from page 1
cases are meant to show
that books are extremely
versatile in the ways they
can represent various
themes and ideas.
Dickinson said that
she has been extreme·
ly interested in the way
''books can express them·
selves
through
their
structures, and particularly also in the way
that texts and images can
contribute towards the
visual presentation of a
book." The books in the
exhibition have been ere·
ated using different types
of materials, bindings,
and, obviously, content.
These factors allow for a
variety of interpretations
and reading or viewing
experiences.
One of the books that
stands out in the exhibi·
tion, a piece that Dickin ·
son herself said she was
very fascinated by, is
Kristen
Gudbrandsdot·
tirs' "flag book" called:
"Faces of the Fallen." A
flag book is one that is
made up of an accordion
styled binding that al·
l6Ws 'various flaps with1n
each page to be opened up

COURTESY OF Sally Dickinson
The current Watkinson exhibition demonstrates the power of books as an artistic medium.
to create an entirely new
image.
In Gudbrandsdottirs'
piece, there are four flaps
per page, which consist
of alternating texts and
black and white photo·
graphs that document
individuals that were ere·
mated at the Arlington
National Cemetery. When

the accordion binding is
extended and laid fl.at, all
the photographs together
form a landscape view of
the cemetery itself. Thus
the structure of the book
enhances the experience
of the reader or viewer
who is interacting with
the book. '
...,
r•.
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It is very common for

most people to imme·
diately relate the term
"art" or more specifically
"visual art" with paint·
ings, sculptures, or films.
Likewise, books are often
immediately associated
with the act of reading.
Keeping these expecta ·
tions in mind, the exhibi ·
tion immediately pushes

the boundaries of what
art is, as well as what
books can serve as, for
many viewers. The books
in the exhibition are not
just meant to be read, but
rather to be interacted
with.
Their visual aspect
contributes to the nar
rative that they create.
Furthermore, given the
diminishing use of physi ·
cal books with the arrival
of the kindle and other
reading technologies, it
is interesting to be in a
space that invites a dis·
cussion about the physi·
cal aspects of a book such
as its unique binding,
shape, size, and so on.
This exhibition re·
minds us of how fa sci·
nating physical books
are. And it demonstrates
how fortunate we are as
a community to have the
Watkinson library as a
resource. This selection
of books is only a glimpse
into the vast treasure
trove of the Watkinson
collection.
This exhibition runs
until Nov. 25, 2014 and
takes places in the Wat·
kinson Library Reading
Room.

Bantam Artist of the Week: Romero Board, Jazzy Engineer
ANA MEDINA '16
A&EEDITOR

Imagine walking into a
room with a desk covered
in papers, notebooks, and
books. Upon looking closer
you notice that the papers
are full of equations, the
books are thick volumes of
physics and the notebooks
consists of engineering
jargon that may not make
sense right away. However,
as you turn to look at the
bookshelf, instead of see·
ing more physics or engi ·
neering textbooks, you see
a stack of music sheets and
a large black box leaning
against it.
Meet Romero Board '16,
an electrical engineering
major who indulges in mu·
sic composition and plays
the saxophone and piano.
He came to Trinity with
ten years of saxophone ex·
perience and four years in
piano. Initially, he began
playing the piano because
his parents encouraged
him that everyone in the
family learn to play a mu·
sical instrument. Howev·
er, Board states, " I never
cared for the piano. My
mom forced me to take it

up. [It wasn't until middle
school] that I got to choose
a different instrument. I
went for the saxophone."
Everyone in his family
had taken up a woodwind
or brass instrument, and
after not doing too well on
the drums, Board knew
that the saxophone was
the perfect instrument. He
mentions that he, "decided
to play the saxophone be·
cause [at that time] I really
liked jazz. My grandfather
played jazz through college
[and that had an influence
on me too.]"
In addition to playing
the saxophone, Board also
composes music because
he has "always [liked to
build things] since [he] was
little." He admits that this
is also the reason he is pur
suing a degree in engineer
ing. "I guess you can say I
like engineering and music
equally, but I find engi ·
neering to be more benefi ·
cial for a future career... I
don't dedicate much time
to playing the saxophone,
so I don't think I would get
very far," he comments on
his decision to balance his
two passions.
While his engineer

ing courses may take up
most of his time, Board
still manages to find the
time to compose music.
Last year he composed an
original song for his mu·
sic composition course and
performed it for professors
and students.
After this project he
also had the pleasure of
composing a song for a film
his friend was creating.
However, these aren't the
only pieces he has created.
Back home, in Chicago, he
composed and performed
music for his church and
forum meetings.
When composing mu·
sic, Board states that his
inspiration comes from
ballads. ''I like ballads [be·
cause] they are slow and
steady, but have interest·
ing twists. They are kinda
jazzy and yet laid back,"
he explains. In addition
to this, he also says that
he tries "to make songs
that are relaxing ... where I
don't need to be excessive·
ly hip." He enjoys playing
something that lightens
the mood.
He may not have much
time to practice the saxo·
phone at Trinity, but Board

shared that in Chicago he
likes to "play songs with a
friend at community parks
or at his house." Having
played in a jazz band with
his friend throughout high
school, Board enjoys playing the saxophone with
someone that is familiar
with his style and taste.
Moving forward, Board
acknowledges that, while
he may not focus solely
on the saxophone, he still
wants "to keep up with it
and have friends [he] can

jam out with." He thinks
it is a very cool talent to
have, and one he hopes to
keep for a very long time.
As an engineering ma·
jor, there may not be much
overlap between this field
and music but Board ad·
vises that, " [it is import·
ant] to find your placement
and not let your goal take
advantage of something
you find interesting and
fun. Don't let your side
that sees beauty be taken
away."

COURTESY OF Ana Medina '16
Board is an engineering major who also plays the saxophone.
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Cinestudio Review: "Begin Again," a musical drama
ALEX DENOTO '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
"Begin Again" is a mu sical drama directed by
John Carney. It stars Keira Knightly as Gretta, a
young girl traveling from
England to New York City
and Adam Levine as her
boyfriend, Dave Kohl, who
pursues an album with a
record deal. They write
many of the songs on the
album together. However,
after some unfortunate
and unexpected events,
Gretta is left alone in the
big city.
As a result, she finds
herself spending much of
her time with Dan Mulligan (played by Mark
Ruffalo), a failing record
producer and alcoholic
dealing with an unsuccessful marriage and a
strained relationship with
his daughter. After meeting in a bar, Gretta and
Dan find the support they
need in one another.
The movie was strong
overall. The characters
were intriguing, some
likable and others not so
much. Gretta, Dan and
Dan's daughter, Violet
(played by Hailee Stein feld) , each shed light on
the human experience. It
is a movie you see parts of
yourself in, whether you're
dealing with betrayal, or
feeling lost, or trying to
save a failing relationship,
or simply looking for love.
The plot was intriguing

You're only as strong
as your next move.

COURTESY OF www.weinsteinco.com
Knightly and Ruffalo artfully portray two people looking for a chance to start over.
and did not leave the audience bored, however it
was at times predictable.
As you watch the progression of Dave's record deal
and see him becoming
more and more successful,
you can tell she will even tually be left behind.
However, the end is
quite powerful because
they are reunited. She has
a decision to make and
what she chooses is not
expected, yet it adds to
the meaning of the movie, which is not to settle
or remain where you are
comfortable but to take
chances.
Keira Knightly wonderfully portrays Gretta

as a sweet yet headstrong
young woman. The connection that Knightly and
Ruffalo have on screen
lends gravity to their characters' strong and unique
relationship.
At times, it is questionable if they will end up together, but at other times,
they work as a team and
share the same passions
and goals.
The best relationship
throughout the film is between Gretta and Violet.
With the absence of Dan
in Violet's life, she searches for love in other places,
specifically in the boys at
her school. Steinfeld does
a great job conveying the

struggles of the everyday
girl. Eventually, when
Gretta enters Violet's life,
she becomes a role model
for her and reopens the
door blocking Violet and
her father from each other.
She shows Violet how to
respect herself and brings
the confidence she had all
along to the surface.
Mark Ruffalo is brilliant in his role as Dan
Mulligan. He conveys anger, sadness, and determination to show his caring
side, while also being very
witty. At first, as a viewer I rolled my eyes as the
movie starts with a scene
of him waking up with
a hangover in a grungy

apartment. However, as
the movie progressed and
the reasons for his care·
less behavior are revealed,
I found myself liking him
much more.
The sprinkles of come·
dy throughout the movie
were refreshing, especial·
ly after watching the characters deal with various
heartaches.
Personally, the most interesting part of the film
was the music. The primary writer on Begin Again's
soundtrack is Gregg Alexander. The organic and
simple sound of each song
mirrors Gretta's character
perfectly. The lyrics were
meaningful and relatable
as well. Not to mention
the unique combination
of the cello, drums, key·
board, electric guitar, vio·
lin and acoustic guitar. As
soon as the movie ended I
wanted to head back to my
dorm room and download
the album.
I also loved how the
music served as a source
of connection between all
of the characters. It's what
joins Gretta and Dan together and serves as the
movie's backbone.
"Begin Again" was well
worth my time. It was authentic and very artistic.
Whether you're a confused
freshman or a senior planning your next move, the
film's characters, music
and plot will draw you in
and make you feel like
part of their story.

Where do you want to go?
Applying is now faster and more personal.
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Trinity Golf finishes strong at Detrick Invitational
JUSTIN FORTIER '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Trinity College
Men's Golf Team started
their 2014 fall season out
strong with an excellent
performance at the Bill
Detrick Golf Invitational.
Twelve schools gathered
at the Indian Hill Country Club last weekend to
compete in a tournament
named after the former
long-time coach of the
Trinity Men's Golf team
who retired two years ago.
The Bantam's performed
a cut above the rest, entering two teams in the
tournament both A and B
squads rounding out the
total number of teams in
competition to thirteen.
Respectively, the A and B
squads took home 1st and
2nd, a much better position than fellow NESCAC
school Wesleyan, which
barely managed a 12th
place finish.
William Burchill '15 led
the team with a consistent performance, shooting a 72 both days on the
course. The consistency
was key as Burchill trailed
Worcester State's Jackson
Davis by one stroke for
first place after the first
round, but Davis fell from
a 71 to an 82 in the second round, eventually fall-

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu
The Trinity College golf team competed in the Bill Detrick Invitational at Indian Hills on Sept. 7.

ing to the 13th spot in the
tournament. Other topten Bantam performances
came from three members
of the A-team and one from
the B. Jeff Durkin '16
placed second at 146 (73
and 73), Nick Buenaventura '15 shot a 149 (75 and
74) taking the fourth spot,
Tom Romano '16 clinched
fifth with a 150 (75 and 75)
and Don Hunt '15 brought
home seventh place with a
result of 151 (76 and 75).

These impressive individual performances brought
the A and B teams to team
scores of 590 and 616, a
good distance away from
third place Nichols College
which could only pull together a score of 622.
A strong start to the fall
season by the upperclass=
men is a positive indicator of how the season and
year will progress. Back
in the spring the Bantams
took home the third-place

THIS DAY IN SPORTS
1965

1981

1996

Boston
Red
Sox
pitcher Dave Morehead
pitched a no hitter at
Fenway Park against
the Cleveland Indians,
winning the game 2-0
for Boston.
Morehead played five
seasons on the Red Sox,
from 1963-1968 and finished his career with
the Kansas City Royals,
from 1969-1970.

Sugar Ray Leonard
defeated opponent Thomas Hearns in 14 rounds in
Las Vegas to acheive the
world welterweight title. Leonard was named
boxer of the decade in the
1980's and was inducted into the world boxing
hall of fame in 1997 and
won titles in five different
weight classes during his
storied career.

San Francisco Giants' slugger Barry
Bonds became the third
Major Leaguer in history to hit 40 home runs
and steal 30 bases in
the same season as he
hit a solo home run in
the Giants' 2-1 loss to
the San Diego Padres.
Bonds had a 21 year
long career. He is a 14
time MLB all star.

1972

1988

2006

Sent off at odds of
1-5, Secretariat won
the Futurity Stakes at
Belmont Park by 1 3/4
lengths, creating a minus show pool at the
track of $4,985. The
next year, Secretariat
became the first U.S.
Triple Crown winner in
25 years. He set state
records m all three
events in the series: the
Kentucky Derby, the
Preakness Stakes, and
the Belmont Stakes.

Cincinnati's
Tom
Browning struck out eight
and hurled the 14th perfect game in Major League
history beating the Los Angeles Dodgers, 1-0. A perfect game is one in which
a pitcher pitches a victory
that lasts a mininum of
nine innings and in which
no opposing player reaches
base.
Browning
played
left-handed. He won the
world series with the Reds
in 1990.

With a steal against
Milwaukee, Washington's Alfonso Soriano
became just the fourth
player in major league
history with 40 home
runs and 40 stolen bases in the same season.
Soriano is a seven -time MLB All-Star
and he won the All-Star
Game MVP Award in
2004. He is currently
ranked 7th among active players in home
runs.

trophy from the NESCAC
Tournament, finishing behind Williams and Middlebury. With most of the core
talent returning from last
season the Trinity Men's
Golf Team is a contender
for the first place spot this
year.
Matthew Greason '03
begins his second sea son as the Trinity College
Head Golf Coach in 201415, doubling as the Men's
Ice Hockey Coach as well.

He has big shoes to fill
following Bill Detrick but
has already began to prove
himself as a coach out on
the links with this incredible season opening performance this year a solid
season last year.
In related news off the
course, the Men's Golf
team has received praise
for high academic acheivment. Specifically, Trin ity College golf captain
Greg Palmer '15 and Nick
Buenaventura '15 were selected as NCAA Division
III Cleveland Golf/Srixon
All-American
Scholars,
while William Burchill
'15 and Alex Lynch were
named to the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) All-Academic Team.
Burchill also repeated on
the NESCAC All-Sportsmanship Team. These
accolades serve as a reminder of the duality of all
Trinity scholar athletes,
even while maintaining
rigorous practicing schedules they do not let their
classes fall by the wayside.
The Bantam Golfers
will be a team to follow
this year as they are a favorite in the conference.
Tahey will be competing in
the Williams Invitational
this weekend, looking for a
top-three finish.

TRINITY COLLEGE
ATHLETICSCHEDULE
Women's Soccer
Sept. 17 at 4:30 p.m.
vs. Wheaton
Sep. 20 at II a.m.
vs. Colby
Men's Soccer
Sept. 16 at 7 p.m.
at Westfield St.
Sept. 20 at 2 p.m.
vs Colby
Field Hockey
Sept. 17 at 6:30 p.m.
vs. Wellesley
Sept. 20 at II a.m.
vs. Colby
Football
Sept.

at I p.m.
vs. Colby
Women's Volleyball
Sept. 19 at 8 p.m.
vs. Amherst
Sept. 20 at 12 p.m.
vs. Williams
Sept. 20 at 4 a.m.
vs. Endicott
Golf
Sept. 20 -TBA
at Williams
Men's and Women's Cross Country
Sept. 20 at 11:30 a.m.
at Mass-Dartmouth
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Inside Sports:
Golf and Women's
Volleyball

Women's Volleyball prepares for Amherst and Williams
ELIZABETH CAPORALE '16
STAFF WRITER

The Trinity Women's Vol·
leyball team has had a very
strong start to their 2014 sea·
son, boasting an overall re·
cord of 6·2 and a 3·1 record at
home. The team has already
participated in two tourna ments. At the Brandeis Invitational, the Bants' earned
victories in all of their games,
beating Coast Guard (3·1),
Emerson (3·2) and Emmanuel (Mass.) (3-2). Less than
a week later the team host·
ed their annual tournament,
the Trinity Invitational. Trin ·
ity soundly defeated both
Westfield (Mass.) (3-0) and
Brandeis (3-0), then came out
on top with a 3-2 win over
Western New England Col·
lege. Unfortunately the ladies
fell short in their final game
of the tournament, losing to
WPI (3-1). The ladies only
other loss this season came
between tournaments on Sep·
tember 9th to Western Con·
necticut (3·0).
Trinity Volleyball Head
Coach Jen Bowman will en·
ter her 11th season as head
coach for the Bantams, and
is assisted by Alexandra Be·
atty and Peter Maneggia.

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu
Tri-captain Barbara Massa '15 has seven kills thus far in the teams 2014 ·15 campaign.
The 2014 squad is led by Tri
Captains Barb Massa '15,
Kate Giddens '16 and Hunt·
er Drews '16. Massa serves
as the team's only senior this
year, as Giddens and Drews,
both two year starters, were
elected captains as juniors.
The entire team is made up
of only fourteen players this

year, and so far all of the
classes have contributed to
the Bantams winning record.
Claudia Varner '18 leads the
first years in digs with 35,
Rand.hi Whitman '1 7 has
racked up 59 digs thus far,
and Giddens leads the juniors
with 93 but is followed close·
ly by Katie Stueber '16 who

has garnered 86. Massa has
contributed with seven kills
to date.
With at least twelve
matches to go in a season consisting of more than twenty, it
is hard to predict exactly how
far Trinity will go this season.
Last season, the Bantams
came up short in the NES-

CAC Quarterfinals to Bowdoin, who ended up defeating
them 3·2 in a heartbreaking
match. Bowdoin ended up
making it to the finals only
to lose to number one seeded
Williams. Trinity finished the
2013 season with a record of
15·12. The squad also said
goodbye to one of its most
memorable and accomplished
players Hannah Brickley '14.
Not only was Brickley select·
ed as Volleyball First Team
Academic All- American (the
graduate carried over a 4.0
GPA during her time spent at
Trinity), she also was a four
year starter who led Trinity
in kills with 355, attacks with
1,151, and digs with 372 and
added 20 aces and 46 blocks
(3rd on team) with a .220
hitting percentage (2nd on
team) in 2013. While it will be
difficult to ever fill Brickley's
shoes, the team is full of capa ·
ble players this year that will
step up or already have.
Next Friday, Trinity will
take on Amherst at home; the
match currently is slated for
an s:oop.m. start time. The
Bantams do not get any sort of
a break after Amherst, as they
play 2Q14 NESCAC champi·
ans Williams at home the next
day on Saturday, at noon.

Equestrian club continues to develop and compete
PETER PRENDERGAST '16
SPORTS EDITOR

While sports like foot·
ball, basketball and hockey
often dominate the world of
collegiate sports, on Trinity's
campus there is a team that
competes in something that
is arguably far more difficult
than any of these sports: The
Trinity College equestrian
team. While it is still a club
sport rather than varsity, the
team has a coach, trains dil·
igently and meticulously and
competes with some of Con·
necticut's biggest schools in
the sport of show riding.
Each year the team at·
tracts anywhere between 14·
18 Trinity students. Many
of whom have little to no ex·
perience, while others, like
Mallory Taylor '15 and Brooke
Moore '15 have been riding
since they were young. Tay·
lor fell into the sport while at·
tending summer camp, while
Moore began riding at the
age of seven with her mother.
Both have been a part of the
Trinity equestrian team since
they were freshman and have
seen the club grow significant·
ly during their time here. In
2011, the team began train·

COURTESY OF Mallory Taylor '15
Veteran Mallory Taylor '15 competes in both flat and fence riding for Trinity's equestrian team.
ing at Oak Meadow Farms in
East Windsor, CT. That was
when Oak Meadow's head
trainer Amy Kriwitsky joined
the club as Trinity's newest
coach.
"She
[Kriwitsky]
has
definitly grown the team a lot
in the last five years." Taylor
explained. "She has really en·
couraged us to get out there to
find new talent around cam·

pus."
In a given year, the team
will show in more than ten
competitions around the
state. They participate in
events with the likes of UCo·
nn, Yale, Wesleyan, Sacred
Heart and Post University.
At an equestrian event, each
rider will either ride in the
flat class or the fence class. In
flatting, the rider shows the

horse strictly on the ground
while fencing includes different levels of jumps. The host
school hires a judge and each
rider is awarded points for
their performance. Through·
out a season, a team or rider
may be eligible to compete in
regional shows. The top two
regional riders or teams can
advance to zone competitions
and then advance to National

competitions.
Last year, veteran rider
Jennifer Dorfmann '14 was
invited to compete at Nation·
als in Harrisburg, PA.
Although the team is a
Trinity club sport, they have
improved over the last five
years to the point that they
are able to compete with and
beat Division I New England
Schools like Yale and UConn.
Coach Kriwitsky is a UConn
Equestrian alumni and has
played arguably the largest
role in the squad's recent sue·
cess and growth. However,
the team is still looking to im ·
prove and develop furt:C.er.
''I think the biggest thing
were hoping to accomplish is
competing and showing to·
gether more as a team rath·
er than as individual riders."
Moore said. "It's a lot of fun
and we form special bonds.
We're hoping that the girls in
the club can continue to iden·
tify more as a team."
The team's next competition is on Oct. 4. With con·
tinued emphasis on finding
new talent and training hard
together as a team, there is
little to stop Trinity Equestri·
an from becoming the next big
varsity sport on campus.

